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Thank you for making this project from Love Patchwork & Quilting. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer 
of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates 
or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

TEMPLATES 
Issue 18

PRINT AT 100% SIZE

> Give hexies a new 
look with our easy 
bedroom makeover 

With Ashley Newcomb’s freestyle quilt
try modern improv

irresistible
desiGNs for you

We love this  
off-piste design!

24
+ your home!

NeoN PoP!
Be brave with 

bold colour
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

Jo Avery page 32
KANTHA COOL

Heart template

Kantha Cool

ACTUAL SIZE
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

Nicole Daksiewicz page 88
MODERN HEXIES

Hexagon template

Modern Hexies

ACTUAL SIZE

Fabric

Paper
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

Fiona Hesford page 47
BAKER BOY HAT

Hat Template A

Hat Template B

Hat Template C

Baker Boy Hat

Baker Boy Hat

Baker Boy Hat

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

Medium

Medium

Medium

Small

Small

Small
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

BAKER BOY HAT
Fiona Hesford page 47 (cont)

Brim Template

Brooch Puff Template

Baker Boy Hat

Baker Boy Hat

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

Small

Medium
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

BAKER BOY HAT 
Fiona Hesford page 47 (cont)

Small

Medium

Hat Template D

Brooch Flower Template

Baker Boy Hat

Baker Boy Hat

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

Laura Potts page 76
MID CENTURY MODERN

Template A

Mid Century Modern

ACTUAL SIZE
Fabric

Paper

Template B

Mid Century Modern

ACTUAL SIZE

Fabric

Paper

Template C

Mid Century Modern

ACTUAL SIZE

Fabric

Paper
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When printed at 
the correct size, this 

box will measure 
1in / 26mm square 

Lynne Goldsworthy page 101
BLOCK OF THE MONTH

Half-square Triangles template

Precious Pearl

ACTUAL SIZE


